the Ultimate in Mobile Relocatable Security
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Theft from vehicles is increasing at an alarming rate. A thief can gain access to
your Vehicle, lift the boot lever next to the drivers seat, grab anything valuable from
the interior and glove box, go to the already open boot and take anything else they
see, all this in about 10 seconds, try it yourself and you will realise it can be done.

The Shroud and Cable is Australian designed and manufactured
specifically for the temporary security of the Hide Away Safe when an
installed Docking Station or a Vehicle Fixing Kit is unavailable. We have two
sizes one to secure the mk2 and another to secure the mk3 or Laptop Safe.

Shroud and Cable Specifications
Steel Shroud
Manufactured from 3mm thick Steel, folded and
welded to the dimensions of the mk2 and mk3 Hide
Away Safe Docking Stations and powder coated black.
The Steel Shroud has four corner cable anchor
points at the rear for ease of use. Each side has
numerous punched holes suitable for permanent
concealed fixing of the Steel Shroud on its edges, back
or top if required.
The top of the Steel Shroud is fitted with m5x8mm
high tensile clinch studs with shake proof washers
and high tensile nuts to match the existing fixing holes
in the Hide Away Safe Docking Station and additional
holes for conventional fixing down of the Steel Shroud
and Docking Station if required.

Where Can A Shroud and Cable Be Used
Unavoidably having to leave valuables unattended in
your Vehicle.
When you need security in a hired Vehicle.
At home overnight or at weekends.

Cable
Supplied with the Steel Shroud is a 1.8 meter long
spring coiled 10mm plastic coated 8mm diameter
oversized steel cable with an extra heavy duty 4-stage
combination lock. Handgun legislation in the ACT only
specifies a 6mm diameter cable. We give you 34%
additional security.
Fitting the Cable to the Steel Shroud: Slide one end
of the Cable through at least two of the four corner
anchor points at the rear of the Steel Shroud then, loop
that end of the Cable around something solid and
connect it to the combination lock on the other end and
lock it. Note: Set your own combination.

hide-away-safe.com.au

Although the Hide Away Safe locked in
the Steel Shroud is not bolted down the
contents remain absolutely secure via
the oversized 8mm Steel Cable that is
attached to something solid eg. a seat
bracket or boot hinge in a Vehicle or
around the base of a toilet or secure
piece of furniture in a Hotel / Motel room
or any other solid item.

Staying overnight at a friends house.
While staying in a Hotel / Motel, wrap the Steel Cable
round the base of the toilet or other fixed item and
lock the 4-stage combination lock.
Where ever a Docking Station cannot be installed eg.
rented house or in a hired or borrowed Car.
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